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Abstract: The evolution of cities is interdependent on the supply of raw material for the
construction and maintenance of its urban infrastructure. Every year Canadian
municipalities are forced to rebuild and replace their ageing assets, however many
quarries that were once located on the Island of Montréal have been overtaken by
urban development. As a consequence, the mining industry and local supply of raw
material once used to build the city’s foundation infrastructure have been pushed
beyond urban limits, bringing to question: What are the historic patterns of extraction
and construction and how have they shaped Montréal’s urban and peri-urban
landscapes? With these timely issues in mind, this paper develops a historical portrait
of the spatial relationship between points of natural resource extraction and the
physical constructs of urban infrastructure on the island of Montréal in the 19th and 20th
centuries. It describes how industrial advances altered material requirements and how
the evolution of transportation technology expanded the flow of foreign material to
Montréal. Here, the historic role of local quarrying in the supply of raw material to
Montréal’s urban infrastructure development is illuminated by bringing spatial
relationships to the forefront and is used to shed light on the social legacies of city
building. Archival research focusing on construction practices and local mining records
are used in critical mapping to reveal the scales of local resource use and physical
alterations made to the landscape.
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Presentation Outline:
Preoccupations:
As a landscape architect I am surprised by the number of times in recent years I have
been encouraged to call overseas suppliers, mostly in China, for granite and marble
stone indented for use in urban squares, plazas and general streetscape projects. As a
fairly recent immigrant to Montreal, I look around and see a number of rather large
scale and structurally failing urban infrastructures and wonder how raw materials will be
supplied in their repair or reconstruction and what alternatives to static, high
maintenance projects designers might consider. As a means of understanding the
potential for the future of infrastructure development, I begin my research by looking at
the historic relationship between the extraction, production and consumption of
quarried material and their effect on our local and global environments.

Theoretical Framework:
This term I have begun to explore the field of environmental history and its
methodologies as a means of understanding the many forces involved in the
development and construction of urban infrastructure. At the same time I am
considering the role of the environment in provisioning and later the consequence of
change on the landscape. Based on the reading and research undertaken this term, my
presentation follows a rather simple time line which explains the events leading up to
the first of my proposed three case studies; the Victoria Bridge.

Timeline:
Beginning with an overview of Montreal’s geological formations and understanding its
geographic setting at the confluence of three major North American rivers, the narrative
introduces the waterways as not only an vital circulation route within the continent but
also as a gateway for European explorers. As an increasing number of Europeans
began to arrive and erect somewhat permanent structures on the island in the
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, I look at how circulation and land division is
influenced by the existing landscape and how communication links along waterways
and inland are built and maintained. Then, as competition from American counterparts
in the fur trade business augment, Montreal and Lower Canada observe a need for
bigger and faster routes inland which lead to a number of private initiatives in building
infrastructure. Finally, I look at how ‘public’ infrastructure built in nineteenth century, as
a result of industrialization, alters the landscape, leaving permanent configurations as a
means of increasing the flow of goods, services and people.

Early developments of the Montreal’s harbour, canal systems, railways, bridges and
roads all played an essential role in Montreal’s industrial success. Of these constructs, I
introduce the Victoria Bridge as the first of three intended case studies in understanding
Montreal’s environmental history with focus on the landscape in provisioning materials
used in the construction urban infrastructure. Considered an engineering wonder of its
time, the Victoria Bridge was chosen as it was the first bridge to span the St. Lawrence
River and continues to function as a connection to outside markets over a century and a
half after its initial construction. Here, I describe the extraction, production and
consumption of materials used in building the bridge as well as the environmental
considerations in its design and realization. Promoters and political influences are
discussed along with the influence and placement of existing networks including canals
and railways in the success of this piece of foundational infrastructure.

Although the term ‘infrastructure’ did not formally exist until early or mid-twentieth
century, the physical construction and maintenance of communication and circulation
routes over time play an important role in understanding the evolution of networked
systems in the city. For this reason, woven into the development of Montreal’s physical
time line is a basic analysis of the meaning and understanding of ‘infrastructure’. Other
terms, such as resource and landscape are introduced for clarity in the overall project
along with an examination of local decisions made in the permanently closure of
quarries once found on the island.
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General results and conclusions:
Although this presentation is only the first of three case studies, I hope to show how the
availability of local stone along with environmental conditions, both natural and built,
were essential in the transfer of stone material and facilitated the construction of the
Victoria Bridge. I also hope to show how environmental considerations taken in its
design have enabled it to prevail over the last century and a half. The engineers
involved in the design and implementation of the Victoria took their time in ensuring the
stability of the structure, something that is often not afforded in construction projects
today. As we can see and hear in daily news reports, infrastructure built during the last
of Montreal’s peak construction period, the 1960s, have not endured the same
longevity. Future case studies will continue to look at circulation networks and focus on
developments in material use from the solid masonry used in the construction of the
footings at the Victoria Bridge to the use of compound materials such as concrete
employed in subsequent bridge construction.

Future research:
Although research on the Victoria Bridge is well underway, many of the sources remain
secondary. I would like to look deeper into the city archives to better understand the
extraction industry throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Michele
Dagenais and Danny Fougeres present exemplary cases on the environmental history
of water and infrastructure provisioning in Montreal and provide inspiration for looking
further into the relationships between the ‘natural environment’ and the impact of
human constructs on the landscape. To this extent, I hope to add a layer of
understanding the raw materials used in forming ‘new’ geologies in the city.

In considering the future case studies, I am uncertain which direction to take. I have
considered the Cartier Bridge, built to improve vehicular traffic in the 1920s, its piers
are made of poured in place concrete and its construction was also considered and
engineering feat of the time. The Champlain Bridge also presents an interesting
opportunity in understanding technological advances as its piers are constructed using
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precast concrete. Other options include looking further back in time at the construction
to the Lachine Canal which was essential in the movement of material used in the
Victoria Bridge or even further back at the movement and flow of material used in the
construction of the fortified city when more primitive extraction techniques and
laborious transportation would have been necessary.

I would also like to begin creating spatial maps, layering information to understand the
change in built form and the supply of raw material over the course of time.
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